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Contemporary Chinese architectural creation shows urgent demands for 
traditional culture, traditional materials and the return of the traditional artistic in 
follow the world trend. In the open architecture design market, the inheritance of the 
originality of regional culture and the application of regional materials obtained a 
certain right, but it's difficult to really reflect the contemporary of Material 
significance and it's hard to have a lasting vitality when the design doesn't cater to 
the contemporary architectural meanings, ignore the development of the construction 
technology and keep the blind pursue of application of the local materials or 
traditional building methods. The paper doesn't discuss the regional expressions of 
building materials these hot contents, but do further researches of the basic problems 
of the expression of Material significance and the relationship between the 
expressions of Material significance and architectural meanings. 
The expression of Material significance had great development in contemporary 
image culture and even became the subject of the expression of Architectural 
meanings in some building works. This paper based on the study of the proposed 
process of Architectural representation, Tectonic significance and Material 
significance comes to a conclusion that the expression of Material significance 
should be on the basis of the expression of Architectural meanings and also be 
important methods of sublimating Architectural meanings. No matter how abundant 
the expressions of material language are, the basic problem is constant, that is the 
relationship between the expression of Material significance and the basic elements 
and components of the building. So the study of these basic relations becomes an 
indispensable part of the paper. In the end, the paper summaries the tendency of 
contemporary expressions of Architectural meaning and use it to control and guide 
the expressions of Material significance which is the core part of the paper.  
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